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Abstract 

Inefficiency in the workplace could be costing valuable people valuable time. In a small business 

that is rapidly growing and taking on more work, these inefficiencies can be magnified. The 

Accounting Department is so busy with new acquisitions that they do not have time to update 

their manual invoicing process that is over eight years old and highly inefficient. This project 

examines the understanding of the client contracts, data collection, reviewing and understanding 

the invoice process, documenting the process, reconfiguring the invoice spreadsheets, and using 

Access for data entry and visualization. In the end, a new Excel workbook is created that 

condenses the near 100 worksheets down into 9 tables. The tables are then imported into Access 

to allow for meaningful queries, forms, and reports that allow for the final invoices to be 

generated. 
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Process Analysis Statement 

Inefficiency in the Workplace 

One of the main goals of management in a business is to cut back on inefficiency for their 

company. In today’s day and age, technology has brought innovation to a new level and along 

with that comes new business solutions for the workplace. Management is now asking 

themselves, “how can we speed up this tedious process with technology that can do most of the 

work for us?” As I entered my first professional internship for an up-and-coming small business, 

I asked myself this question, and it was not until a year later, after I learned more about data, 

databases, Microsoft Excel, and Access, that I had some answers for myself. In my position, I 

had worked cross-departmentally so I was able to learn many different aspects of the company, 

and the main thing I noticed was that there was a lot of tedious, repetitive work that needed to be 

done in the Accounting Department. My idea for this project stemmed from what I noticed, and I 

wanted to create a solution that would make it easier for the accountants to create invoices for 

clients fast so they would be able to focus on other more important projects sooner.  

The Problem 

My company is a rapidly growing small business, so the amount of work they are taking 

on has been expanding quickly. This also means that the Accounting Department must add new 

customers and the data that comes along with them to their invoicing list. The problem they are 

having here is that for each client they make a new spreadsheet in Excel and manually enter all 

of the data into a non-uniform, partially working format that is over 8 years old. Because each 

client has their own spreadsheet, there are almost 100 different spreadsheets in the one Excel 

workbook. In addition to this, each year there are multiple parameters that change for every 
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client, and the accountants have to go in and alter them for each client manually. This was not so 

bad when the company was smaller and two accountants could work through this in a reasonable 

amount of time, but as the business has grown through acquiring other companies and taking on 

more and more clients (heading towards 100) this task is becoming a tedious job that can take 

multiple days to complete each quarter. With new work piling up for the two-person accounting 

team there is no time for them to decide on a better, more efficient way to go about/update their 

invoicing process.  

A Plan 

I was inspired to find a way to solve this problem in my company after taking some 

Computer Information Systems courses about database design and microcomputer applications 

for business. In these classes I learned about data structure, relationships, and how to manipulate 

data in software like SQL server, Excel, and Access to help provide meaningful information to 

businesses about ways to improve their companies. My plan for this project was to design and 

create a database to automate most of the process for the accounts, but after doing research, I 

found that if you let the departments in your company work on their own efficiency and data 

driven solutions then they will be able to create and take risks with what works best for them 

(Peters, 2020). So, I tweaked my plan slightly to make my tool more geared towards an 

accountant rather than someone with a computer science background. A lot of the information in 

the invoice process are complex calculated fields so it would have been very difficult to 

configure in a regular database. To provide the best results, I concluded utilizing a combination 

of Excel and Access (a database management tool) would allow me to continue the practice of 

data relationships while also creating a functional way for the accountants to be able to review 

and automate data without needing to learn code (Peters, 2020). Excel allows for the flexibility 
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of calculating complex formulas for each client while also still dividing data into related tables. 

In addition to this, linking this data to Access allows for database relationships to be created so 

that relevant queries, forms, and reports can be designed for end users to utilize. This collection 

of work will allow for automatic updates to happen by just updating the year and market value of 

the company’s clients. 

The Process of Creating 

Understand the Contracts 

The first step in the process of any kind of project where one is collecting data is making 

sure that they know what they are looking at before trying to gather information from it. The first 

thing I had to do in my process was understand everything that was written in the client 

contracts. I did this by sitting down with one of the accountants and taking note of information 

that might have been unclear to me. If you do not do this step first, it will be hard to comprehend 

what information is important if what you are looking at is foreign to you (Pratt, 2020). After my 

sit down, I was able to easily pick out what I needed for data collection. 

Data Collection 

After I had a clear understanding of what needed to be extracted from the client contracts, 

I was able to collect almost all of the information that would be needed to go into the new 

invoicing process. I compiled information including account number, institution name 

(customer), tier group, tier values, minimum contract fee, base fee, price increase, etc. The 

meaning of these fields will be explained more later. With all of this information compiled into a 

table, I was ready to start the next step. 
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Review and Understand the Invoice Process 

One of the most difficult parts of this process was looking over and comprehending the 

invoicing process. My company works in the FinTech (financial technology) B2B (business-to-

business) world meaning they have clients managing large amounts of money that fluctuate with 

the market. We provide a management system for our clients to be able to easily handle and 

maintain their customer’s data. Because of the intricacy of the market, there are a few different 

ways that a client’s bill can be calculated, depending on the quarter (this will be discussed in the 

next section). To understand the different techniques thoroughly, I sat down again with the 

accountants for a few hours to make sure I followed their processes correctly. Once I understood 

what each section of the process was meant for, I began documentation. 

Document the Invoice Process 

The next step I took was to make sure I documented the process that the accountants go 

through to get the price they invoice the clients for. This is an important step that should never be 

skipped because it acts as a footprint for people in other departments or new people in the 

Accounting Department in the future to look at and be able to understand the process especially 

if those that created it are no longer available to explain the steps. The following are the steps I 

noted: 

1. Get Market Value Data 

To get customer market value data, clients most of the time retrieve a market 

value report from their software and email a PDF to the accountants. 

2. Relevant Information 

Retain data that is relevant to each client such as Account_No, Company_Name, 

Contact_Email, Phone_Number, Address, ContractYear, Tiered_Group, 

Contract_Minimum, Base_Fee, etc. 
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3. BPS Pricing Calculation 

BPS stands for basis point which is a commonly used unit of measurement for 

interest rates. Rates and basis point are used in this pricing calculation which is 

why it is called “BPS pricing.” This is one of the three options for the invoice. 

The pictures below are examples of tables that the accountants use to calculate 

BPS pricing. The first column represents the minimum value of each tier and the 

tiers are used to compare market value to. Columns 2, 4, and 5 are all calculations 

for the pricing, and the third column are the rates for each tier. In each picture I 

will be describing what is happening in the green outlined box. 

 BPS pricing for first tier 

o Multiply the tier one rate by the market value 

 

Figure 1: The company's BPS Pricing chart 

o Multiply tier one rate by the minimum MV dollar amount for tier 2 

minus 1 (in this example 500,000,001-1) 

    

Figure 2: The company's BPS Pricing chart 

o Tier one end column references column four cell 

 

Figure 3: The company's BPS Pricing chart 
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 BPS Pricing for all tiers after tier one 

o (market value – current tier minimum MV dollar amount – 1) * 

current tier rate + previous tier column 5  

 

Figure 4: The company's BPS Pricing chart 

o Current tier rate * (current tier maximum MV dollar amount – 

current tier minimum MV dollar amount) 

 

Figure 5: The company's BPS Pricing chart 

o Previous tier’s column 5 number + current tier’s column 4 number 

(Ex: $51,000.00 + $38,625.00) 

 

Figure 6: The company's BPS Pricing chart 

4. Choose BPS Price 

Use VLOOKUP function to select which tier pricing to bill the client at. To do 

this, the function will take the market value and determine which tier level it falls 

within and return the BPS price in column two that corresponds. 

5. Add Base Fee to BPS Price 

To finish the BPS total price, you have to add the base fee (which is agreed upon 

in the contract) for the client to the price the VLOOKUP returns. 
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6. Find the Average of Previous 4 Quarters Base Price 

This is another option for the invoice bill. Most of the time, clients will be billed 

the BPS price, but as we know the stock market can be unpredictable (e.g. when 

COVID-19 hit) so the company has a few built in safety measures to make sure 

they do not lose massive amounts of revenue at once. For the average option you 

take the four previous quarters invoices the client was billed and add them 

together. After that, the total is divided by four and then multiplied by 90% to 

determine the final average base price. 

7. Select Price for Invoicing 

To determine the amount for invoicing the MAXA formula is used to compare the 

contract minimum price, the BPS base price, and the average base price. The 

function will return the highest value and the client will be billed at this price. 

8. Add Premium Module Prices to Total 

At this step premium modules pricings that the client can opt to pay extra for are 

added to the number chosen for billing. 

9. Divide Invoice Number by 4 

The number used for invoice calculations added to the premium module fees is 

then divided by 4. This number is what will be invoiced to the client. 

Reconfigure the Excel Spreadsheets 

For this project, my company was not able to allow me to use real customer data, but they 

were able to allow me to still discuss their processes. For this reason, I had to generate mock data 

to complete my project. To start, I used fauxid.com to generate fake company information such 
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as Company_Name, Contact_Email, Phone_Number, and Description. Then I used 

generatedata.com to create addresses that included Address, City, State, and ZIP.  

 

Figure 7: Photo of address data generation on generatedata.com 

I decided to create 75 customers because this number is around how many my company has right 

now. After I downloaded and copied the data into my Excel spreadsheet, I needed to clean the 

data. First, the state field had some cells formatted as the two-letter abbreviation while others had 

the full state name spelled out. I concluded that it would be easier if all of the state records were 

formatted to the two-letter abbreviation. To convert them I used VLOOKUP to change all of the 

records that had the state spelled out to the abbreviation and then transferred the results into the 

state column. Additionally, many of the addresses that were generated turned out to be P.O. 

boxes or apartments so I removed that part of the address because our customers would not be 

working from a location that had those options in the address. 

 After creating the general customer information table, I created assumptions that I needed 

to work under for this data.  

 Every client will always have a market value. 
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 Market value will be pulled every quarter from the company’s software and updated in 

the spreadsheet. 

 Every client will be assigned one of the three pre-established BPS pricing tier groups in 

their contract. 

 Every contract will last 6 years or shorter. 

 Once a 6-year contract is up, if the client decides to continue with the company and signs 

a new contract, the ContractYear record will go back to 1. 

 The base fee and contract minimum are agreed upon in the contract. 

Next, I moved on to generating data that could generally compare to the real customer 

data. Please note, for every field that I randomly generated I copied and pasted the values that 

resulted from random generation into their respective columns so that the numbers did not 

change every time any cell was updated. For example, I created ContractYear and Tiered_Group 

by using a RANDBETWEEN function where I could set the number selection between 1 to 6 

years and 1 to 3 for tier groups to randomly generate data to go with each customer then copied 

and pasted the resulting values. I also did this for Market_Value then created a contract 

minimum invoice number for each customer based on the market value numbers. The following 

was the equation: 

 =IF(B2>1000000000,RANDBETWEEN(20000,50000),IF(B2>100000000,RANDBETW

EEN(10000,30000),RANDBETWEEN(3000,10000))) 

Where “B2” represents the market value for the first client (this equation was then copied down 

for each customer). In the table titled “ContractMinInc,” I calculated a 3% increase to the 
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contract minimum price that occurs every year (this 3% increase is agreed upon in the contract). 

The equation for each cell after the first year is =[previous year’s ContractMin]*1.03. 

 

Figure 8: Excel screenshot of ContractMinInc spreadsheet 

After creating the contract minimum numbers, I decided to create a Base_Fee for each client. In 

my company’s contracts the customers could have one of two numbers, so I used 

 =CHOOSE(RANDBETWEEN(1,2),0,1) 

to generate binary numbers. Then to assign a dollar value to each customer I used  

=IF([CELL]=0,30000,60000) 

to create two different numbered base fees for clients—either $30,000 or $60,000. I put the 

following columns: ContractYear, Tiered_Group, Market_Value, and Base_Fee into the table 

titled CustomerContractInfo because it is all mentioned in the customer contract. Additionally, I 

added a calculated column for Contract_Minimum which uses  
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=VLOOKUP(VLOOKUP(A2,ContractMinInc!$A$1:$G$76,1,0),ContractMinInc!$A$1:$G$76,

B2+1,0) 

to look up the account number in the “ContractMinInc” table then locates the contract minimum 

price for the current year in the client’s contract. 

 

Figure 9: Excel screenshot of calculated Contract_Minimum column 

I then created another table titled “4QtrBillAvg” where I used a RANDBETWEEN 

function to generate numbers for the past four quarters of billing. In the column next to the last 

four quarters, I made a column that averaged the four numbers and multiplied it by 90% like the 

documenting process states to do. 

 

Figure 10: Excel screenshot of 4QtrBillAvg table 
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 After the generation of all of this data, I decided upon 3 mock BPS tier groups (in the 

TierGroups table) that would be assigned to each of the clients. I formatted them in the following 

way so that I could use VLOOKUP functions that I would be able to copy and paste down a 

column instead of needing to create a separate table for each client like the company currently 

does. The rate changes each year in all three tables represents a 3% BPS rate increase which is 

also agreed upon in the contracts. Currently, the accountants have to go through every client’s 

separate spreadsheets and change the rates (in column 3 of the BPS VLOOKUP table from 

documentation) manually each year. This way the table, tier level, and year can all be looked up 

at once. 

 

Figure 11: Excel screenshot of BPS Tier Group tables 

 The trickiest part of this project was this next part. In the “BPS Pricing” table I recreated 

the BPS pricing “VLOOKUP” table from the documentation section but made the calculations 

into functions that would be able to be copied down to each client. This table alone took me 

multiple days to complete and tested my patience a lot, but I knew if I was able to do it correctly, 

that this table alone would be a game changer for the efficiency of generating our client’s 
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invoices. To begin, I added Account_No, Market_Value, Tiered_Group, and ContractYear to the 

“BPS Pricing” table so that I could easily reference them when I needed for the calculations. The 

below photo shows how I laid out the columns for BPS pricing. 

 

Figure 12: Excel screenshot of the BPS Pricing table 

The following bullet points show the equations I used for the BPS columns and explain what 

they are doing. Please also note the following for the equations: 

-C2 = Tiered_Group 

-TierGroups!$A$2 = BPS tier group 1, TierGroups!$A$10 = BPS tier group 2 

-HLOOKUP is finding the correct tier rate for the contract year 

-TierGroups!$C$3:$H$7, TierGroups!$C$11:$H$14, TierGroups!$C$18:$H$20 reference the 3 

BPS tier group tables 

-B2 = Market Value 

 Tier 1 price calculation 

o =IF(C2=TierGroups!$A$2,HLOOKUP(D2,TierGroups!$C$3:$H$7,2,0),IF(C2=T

ierGroups!$A$10,HLOOKUP(D2,TierGroups!$C$11:$H$14,2,0),HLOOKUP(D2

,TierGroups!$C$18:$H$20,2,0)))*B2 
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 Intermediate1 (step for tier 2 pricing) 

o =IF(C2=TierGroups!$A$2,HLOOKUP(D2,TierGroups!$C$3:$H$7,2,0),IF(C2=T

ierGroups!$A$10,HLOOKUP(D2,TierGroups!$C$11:$H$14,2,0),HLOOKUP(D2

,TierGroups!$C$18:$H$20,2,0)))*IF(C2=TierGroups!$A$2,TierGroups!$B$5-

1,IF(C2=TierGroups!$A$10,TierGroups!$B$13-1,TierGroups!$B$20-1)) 

 Same HLOOKUP as tier 1 price calculation 

 Multiplied by the client’s tier 2 bound minus 1 

 Tier 2 price calculation 

o =($B2-IF($C2=TierGroups!$A$2,TierGroups!$B$5-

1,IF($C2=TierGroups!$A$10,TierGroups!$B$13-1,TierGroups!$B$20-

1)))*IF($C2=TierGroups!$A$2,HLOOKUP($D2,TierGroups!$C$3:$H$7,3,0),IF(

$C2=TierGroups!$A$10,HLOOKUP($D2,TierGroups!$C$11:$H$14,3,0),HLOO

KUP($D2,TierGroups!$C$18:$H$20,3,0)))+$F2 

 MV – (tier 2 bound minus 1) * (tier 2 rate for contract year) + 

(intermediate1 step for tier 2 pricing) 

 Intermediate2 (step for tier 3 pricing) 

o =IF(C2=TierGroups!$A$2,HLOOKUP(D2,TierGroups!$C$3:$H$7,3,0),IF(C2=T

ierGroups!$A$10,HLOOKUP(D2,TierGroups!$C$11:$H$14,3,0),0))*IF(C2=Tier

Groups!$A$2,TierGroups!$B$6-

TierGroups!$B$5,IF(C2=TierGroups!$A$10,TierGroups!$B$14-

TierGroups!$B$13,0))+IF(C2>=3,0,F2) 

 HLOOKUP for tier group’s contract year rate * (tier group’s tier 3 bound 

minus tier 2 bound) + intermediate1 step for tier 2 pricing 
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 Tier 3 price calculation 

o =($B2-IF($C2=TierGroups!$A$2,TierGroups!$B$6-

1,IF($C2=TierGroups!$A$10,TierGroups!$B$13-

1,0)))*IF($C2=TierGroups!$A$2,HLOOKUP($D2,TierGroups!$C$3:$H$7,4,0),I

F($C2=TierGroups!$A$10,HLOOKUP($D2,TierGroups!$C$11:$H$14,4,0),0))+

H2 

 Market Value – (tier 3 bound minus 1) * (tier 3 rate for contract year) + 

(intermediate2 step for tier 3 pricing) 

 Intermediate3 (step for tier 4 pricing) 

o =IF(C2=TierGroups!$A$2,(HLOOKUP(D2,TierGroups!$C$3:$H$7,4,0))*(TierG

roups!$B$7-TierGroups!$B$6),0)+IF(C2=TierGroups!$A$2,H2,0) 

 HLOOKUP for tier group’s contract year rate * (tier group’s tier 4 bound 

minus tier 3 bound) + intermediate2 step for tier 3 pricing 

 Tier 4 price calculation 

o =($B2-IF($C2=TierGroups!$A$2,TierGroups!$B$7-

1,0))*IF($C2=TierGroups!$A$2,HLOOKUP(D2,TierGroups!$C$3:$H$7,5,0),0)+

IF(C2=1,J2,0) 

 Market Value - (tier 4 bound minus 1) * (tier 4 rate for contract year) + 

(intermediate3 step for tier 4 pricing) 

 Tier Level 

o =IF(C2=TierGroups!$A$2,VLOOKUP(B2,TierGroups!$B$4:$B$7,1,1),IF(C2=Ti

erGroups!$A$10,VLOOKUP(B2,TierGroups!$B$12:$B$14,1,1),VLOOKUP(C2,

TierGroups!$B$19:$B$20,1,1))) 
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 Chooses tier group 

 VLOOKUP to find which tier group the client’s Markey Value falls within 

(use this to determine which tier price to select) 

 BPS Final Price 

o =IF(L2=10000000001,K2,IF(L2=1000000001,I2,IF(L2=500000001,G2,E2)))+Cu

stomerContractInfo!F2 

 Since each tier group goes up by same amounts per tier and the tier prices 

are already calculated by tier group and year, I directly input the tier levels 

into this calculation. 

 Uses tier level column to determine which tier price to choose as final 

BPS Price for the customer. 

 CustomerContractInfo!F2 = Base Fee 

Following the completion of very complex conditional equations I had to create, I only 

had 3 tables left to complete. I created a table titled “PremiumModules” to give a description of 

the selection of premium modules a client can choose to add on to their package. In this chart I 

also included the SellingPrice for each of the modules. 

 

Figure 13: Excel screenshot of the PremiumModules table 
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In addition to this table, I created another table titled “CustomerPremiumSelections” that breaks 

down which clients have added on certain premium modules. This table includes Selection_ID, 

Account_No, Premium_ID, and Users. Users tells the company how many people are using this 

add on and bills the SellingPrice per user. Modules titled “Daily Asset Pricing, Storage 60GB, 

and MBs 1mb are not billed by user so the user column for these premium modules will have a 1 

in them no matter what.  

 To generate data for this table, I used =RANDBETWEEN(1,75) and copied down  150 

rows to populate Account_No and randomize how many premiums a client will have. Then I 

used =RANDBETWEEN(1,7) and copied down 150 rows to randomize the premium selections 

that each client had made. After I had done this, I needed to go through to check that there are no 

repeated premiums for clients. To do check this, I created a pivot table to see how many of the 

Account_No had repeats of Premium_ID since there cannot be repeats because one client can 

only have one of a premium and there is another column that would specify how many users they 

have. The following pictures show what I did to create the pivot table and some of the results. 

 

Figure 14: Pivot table showing duplicate premium modules for customers 
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I took note of the accounts that had repeats and used a filter on the Account_No column to bring 

up just the few accounts that had doubles so I could change their premiums. The final thing I had 

to do for this table was generate the number of users, so to do this I used 

=IF(C2=2,1,IF(C2=5,1,IF(C2=7,1,RANDBETWEEN(1,15)))) 

This function says that if the Premium_ID column has a 2, 5, or 7 in the cell then the user should 

return as one, otherwise generate a random number between 1 and 15. After completing this 

function I copied and pasted the column values so they would not change. 

 The final table I created in my Excel workbook is called invoice selection. This table is 

used to store the MAXA function which determines the invoice price that will be used. The 

function looks like this: 

=MAXA(CustomerContractInfo!E2,'BPS Pricing'!M2,'4QtrBillAvg'!F2) 

and it returns the highest value after evaluation “CustomerContractInfo!E2” (current year’s 

contract minimum, “’BPS Pricing’!M2” (BPS price), and “’4QtrBillAvg’!F2” (average base 

price). I would have liked to create this table using a query in Access and I tried for a long time 

to figure it out, but it would have been a very complicated process to program the query to know 

I wanted the MAX function to read across different columns and not down one column. 

 Once I finally had all of my data tables complete and working the way I intended them to, 

I transitioned my focus to working with my data in Access. 

Use Access for Visualization 

I find Access to be a very important part of this process because it allows for the 

company to see all of the back-end work in an easy way. One of the drawbacks, I believe, of 

using a regular database in this case would have been that we cannot expect the accountants to 
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understand the work behind a database. If there is a problem with the numbers not coming out 

correct, the accountants would have to go to someone else for help, causing a loss of time for at 

least two people (Massicotte, 2019). The accountants thoroughly understand the process behind 

invoicing calculations, but we should also consider the longer it is automated in a database where 

they cannot understand what is going on, the easier it is for the accountants to fall into 

complacency and forget some of the details of the process. Access will act as a data management 

tool in this process and allow the accountants to still be able to tinker with the data, querying, 

forms, and reports. 

 The first step in this process is to link the data from the Excel workbook to the Access 

file. Creating a link rather than importing the data allows for everything to automatically update 

between Excel and Access. While working in Access for this project I had the files linked to 

Excel, however, I believe for the final product viewability purposes it will be better for me to 

import the data. This is because if I have the files linked from one location, then when someone 

else downloads the Excel and Access files they could possibly not work correctly.  

 To start, I imported all of the tables from my Excel workbook into access except for 

ContractMinInc and TierGroups because these tables were not needed for any of the work I 

planned on doing in Access. 

 

Figure 15: Access screenshot of the imported tables 
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Next, I created four queries that I thought would be important for the accountants. First, I created 

the Total Premium Fees query to allow the accountants to look at how much each client is 

spending on premium modules and how many modules they have. 

 

Figure 16: Access screenshot of Total Premium Fees query 

Following this, I created a query called Invoice Price Comparisons which pulls together the three 

different options for a client to be billed for along with the price that was chosen. I felt this query 

would allow for the accountants to easily see all of the numbers together in one place compared 

to across multiple different tables. 

 

Figure 17: Access screenshot of Invoice Price Comparisons query 

The next two queries I created were for the purpose of creating a form or report later. The 

“Premium Query” I designed so that I could have all of the information that would be needed for 

the accountants to create a new record of a premium module through a form. The query looks 

like the following: 
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Figure 18: Access screenshot of Premium Query 

Finally, my last query titled “Invoice Amount Query” is the most important query. This query 

calculates the final invoice amount for every customer and will be used to make reports that will 

be sent to clients. Also included in the query is Account_No, Company_Name, 

TotalPremiumPrice (from the Total Premium Fees query), QtrPayment (the selected invoice 

number before premium fees are added), and InvoiceAmount. 

 

Figure 19: Access screenshot of Invoice Amount Query 

The next thing I did was create forms for the accountants to use for inputting information. A 

“New Customer Form” was created where Account Number, Company Name, Contact Email, 

Phone Number, Address, City, State, ZIP, and Description are all options that can filled in. A 

sample of the form can be seen below. 

 

Figure 20: Access screenshot of New Customer Form 
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I also created a form called “Premium Form” which is the one connected to the Premium Query. 

As I mentioned before, this form can be used to create a new record for a client that wants to add 

a premium module. 

 

Figure 21: Access screenshot of Premium Form 

Finally, I created a “Yearly Changing Values” form that can be used to change the yearly values, 

such as Contract Year and Market Value, for clients as they come in. I thought this would be an 

easy way to go through each client and update a contract year or update the market value records 

as clients email them to the Accounting Department. 

 

Figure 22: Access screenshot of Yearly Changing Values form 
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 The last things I completed in Access were in the reports section. One of the reports I 

created is called “Premium Report” and it displays the accounts that pay premium fees and what 

those fees are. Additionally, the report also shows the Selling Price of each module and the 

number of users each company has. 

 

Figure 23: Access screenshot of Premium Report 

“Invoice” is my last and most important report because it is what will be sent to the clients. I 

spent a long time messing around with this one to see if I could add in each module’s name and 

amount due but could not get it to work properly. There was always an additional number box 

where I did not want one to be, so instead I went with a simple invoice. The design view shows 
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the invoices together on one page, but I made it so when preparing to print (print preview) the 

invoices will each have their own page. The accountants can then take these invoices and send a 

push email to their clients. 

 

Figure 24: Access screenshot of Invoice Report 

Analysis and Final Thoughts 

Reflecting on this project and its process, I feel that I was able to design a system that 

will work faster and be much simpler for the accountants to handle. Being able to see all of the 

client’s data in one table is much different than the nearly 100 spreadsheets they have now, and I 

believe it will also make it easier for the accountants to find the information they need faster. 

Additionally, with the way that I constructed the data, the only values that ever need to be 

manually changed on a regular basis are the contract year, the market value, and the numbers for 

the average base price. The simple table design also makes it possible for the accountants to copy 

and paste the last quarter’s invoice price right into the table where it needs to go.  

Connecting the data to Access also gives the process a facelift because the accountants 

are now able to manipulate and play with the data now. They can discover trends they did not 

know existed or easily determine which business may be struggling. With the user-friendly 
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design of the query window, you do not have to know anything about code or SQL to find the 

information you may wish to have.  

Additionally, using the combination of Excel and Access lets the accountants stay in 

control. Moving a complex billing system like this to a database and intricate queries can sound 

desirable but there are so many chances for error, especially when the people building the 

database do not entirely grasp the billing concepts (Massicotte, 2019). If the accountants can stay 

in control and be able to see the work, there will likely be less errors and groups of people will 

not have to stop everything to figure out why a complex database is not working correctly. 

As I stated throughout this process analysis, there were many times where I ran into 

something I did not know how to fix and there were many moments where I thought I might not 

be able to do this project like I wanted at all, but I sat on it, researched different ways to get 

around my problems, and moved forward. This final product may not be the database I had 

imagined in the beginning, and it probably took more work than the idea I first envisioned, but it 

allowed me to learn when to step away from something, when to keep pushing, when to ask for 

help, when to find alternatives, and most importantly, I learned how to lean on myself for help 

and encouragement.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Excel Spreadsheet  

Appendix B: Access File  

 

https://ballstate.box.com/s/i5tfcmiuh6vs1gn63xuzggz1f27vkmup
https://ballstate.box.com/s/b9rm3mijte57gjtiw8pcufzdr9ajru7r

